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(ABSTRACT)

The Spectral Ocean Wave Model (SOWM) is a numerical wave prediction model which
calculates directional wave spectra from input wind fields. As do the majority of wave
models, it uses a point spectral growth mechanism, i.e., it applies the energy balance
equation in a directionally integrated form. The directionality of its growth is obtained

from an assumed spreading function on the wind direction.

In this study, the energy balance equation is applied in directional form using directional

atmospheric energy source functions. The B function of Mi1es’ instability mechanism is
derived following the analysis of Phillips and it is tuned to the directionally integrated

form used in the SOWM. Two infinite ocean wave models are used to compare the be-

havior of the point and directional growth mechanisms under various wind conditions.

The directional form shows more flexibility in responding to directionallly varying winds

while the point spectral form creates excess energy spread widely over direction when

operating in the presence of swell.
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NOMENCLATURE

a · wave amplitude

A · linear growth term

BE ~ exponential growth term

c - wave speed

p E - average phase speed of wave

c, - group velocity

E(f§ 6) - directional frequency spectrum

E(I§) · point spectrum

Ew - fully developed spectrum

E, - spectral component after dissipation

E, - total energy to the wind direction

E, · spectral component before dissipation

f · frequency

· F(9) - spreading function

g — gravitational acceleration

lt, - wave number

p · pressure

R - autocorrelation function
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At - time step

Ax, Ay - grid spacing s

Ü - total velocity

U · mean velocity

U, - wave induced velocity perturbation
ut

· atmospheric turbulent fluctuation

Yi' - friction velocity

_u°,_, · wind velocity at 6.1 m above sea surface

u°,,_, · wind velocity at 19.5 m above sea surface

K, - convection velocity of the eddies

. S - sum of source function
5,,, - energy input from the air

5,,, · nonlinear wave-wave interaction

5,,, - energy dissipation

z, - roughness length

z,,, · matched layer height

a - angle between wind and wave

ß - constant ( = 0.074 )

y - constant( = 0.0081 )

5 - displacement of mean streamline

s - c sin 9%
6 - direction of propagation

x - ratio of co and u,

A - turbulent scaling factor

v ~ kinematic viscosity

H - pressure spectrum

p,
h

- density of air

NOMENCLATURE x



p, · dCX‘l5lIy of W3.I€l'

O' - C COS
Ay

Tg · total stress

1, - turbulent Reynolds stress
1,, - wave induccd Reynolds stress
Tv · ViSCOUS stress
‘l'

· stream Function
Q - vorticity
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1. Introduction

Since the early work of Miles (1957, 1959, 1960) and Phillips (1957) great advances have
been made in the theory of wind wave generation. A number of operational wave
forcasting models exist which perform with varying degrees of accuracy depending
largely on the complexity of the situation they are asked to model. Since our under-
standing of the wave generation process is far from complete, wind wave models must
rely heavily on empirical formulas. As long as the conditions a model is asked to simu-
late correspond with those under which the data for its empirical foundation were ob-
tained, the model performs fairly well. When presented with situations of increased

complexity, however, the performance of a model is bound to deteriorate. This was

nicely illustrated in the Sea Wave Modeling Project (SWAMP Group, 1985).

ln order to improve the performance of a wave model, it seems important to retain in

the model as much detail and generality of the physics as possible. A large step in this

direction was made by Pierson, et al. (1966) with the development of a model which

computed directional wave spectra and allowed for the propagation of wave energy.

After undergoing several refinements (lnoue, 1967; Lazanoff and Stevenson, 1975) it has

1. introduction1



evolved into the Spectral Ocean Wave Model (SOWM) as described by Pierson (1982).
The SOWM is an operational wave model in use by the U.S. Navy Fleet Numcrical
Oceanography Center.

The SOWM is classified as a first generation decoupled propagation model in that
the wave growth is dominated by wind energy input as opposed to nonlinear wave
interaction effects and the spectrum is discretized into frequency-direction bands. Each
band is allowed to evolve more or less independently and propagate at its own group
velocity in its own direction. Other models of this type include those of Bamett (1968),
Ewing (1971) and Gelci and Chavy (1978).

Second generation discrete models, referred to as coupled discrete models rely heavily
on nonlinear interactions in their growth mechanisms. These include the models of
Resio (1981) and Golding (1983). The remaining class of models, the coupled hybrid

models, are parametric models. These attempt to compute a set ofparameters ofa point

spectrum, typically the JONSWAP spectrum (Hasselmann, et al., 1973), to represent the
windsea part of the spectrum and require assumptions as to how the windsea becomes

swell and vice versa. Thus they implicitly employ nonlinear energy transfer as the

dominant mechanism controlling the spectral shape. Models of this type include those

of Hasselmann, et al. (1976) and Gunther, et al. (1979). Several models other than those

referred to above and falling in all three classes are described by the SWAMP Group

(1985).The

focus of this dissertation is on the directional properties of the wave generation

mechanism. By the design of the parametric models, the windsea part of the spectrum

at least, must obtain its directionality from a spreading function centered on the wind

direction. Some of these models allow the existence of swell whose direction of propa-

1. Immducrion 2



gation is independent of the windsea, however, the directionality ofany energy generatedi
by the model must still be that ofa spreading function. The discrete models are not in-
herently so confined. Since they are discretized in direction, they may allow the
directionality of the energy growth to be determined by the directionality of the growth
mechanism. Further, since the growth rate of the spectrum is strongly dependent on sea
state, the directionality (and, in general, magnitude) of the energy growth depends on the
directionality of the existing spectrum.

Unfortunately, most discrete models employ a point spectral growth mechanism and
spread the energy growth over direction bands with a spreading function. This is done
presumably due to the lack of a form of the atmospheric energy input as a function of
the angle between the wind and wave. Bamett (1968) proposed a simple form depending
only on the cosine ef this angle and this is the form which is employed in those few
models which include a directional atmospheric input. The coupled discrete models,
however, use a spreading function to account for nonlinear wave interaction by redis-
tributing energy based on a parameterization of the point spectrum and/or base their
parameterization on speetra of assumed directionalities. Until evaluation of the full

Boltzmann integral form of the nonlinear wave interaction source term can be performed

in an amount of time small enough to allow its incorporation into a wave model, the
inclusion of nonlinear wave interactions will involve some dependence on a spreading

function. Some progress has been made in this direction by Hasselmann and
Hasselmann (1985).

In this study, we thus focus our attention on the decoupled propagation models in gen-

eral and the SOWM in particular with the aim of developing and demonstrating a fully

directional wave growth mechanism. An analytic, directional atmospheric energy input

1. Introduction 3



function is presented and is tuned to the direetionally integrated form used in the
SOWM. An inlinite ocean wave model is developed based on this function as is a similar
model which parallels the operation of the SOWM. These models are used to demon-
strate the differences in performance of the point speetral and directional wave gener-
ation mechanisms under identical wind inputs. Calculations are made for the cases of
a steady wind, a wind oscillating in direction, the relaxation of a fully developed spec-
trum under a sudden 90° change in wind direction with and without a change in wind
speed and the speetral growth in the presence of swell for a steady wind. A propagation
scheme is then added to each model to examine the case ofa iinite region corrupted by
swell.
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2. Structure of the model

The rate of change of the wave spectrum can be described by the energy balance
equation proposed by Hasselmann (1960)

+ C,VE(1] 0;it°,t) = $(1} 0;Y,t) = 8,,, + 8,,, — 8,, (2.1)

where E(f] 6;Y,t) is the two-dimensional directional frequency wave spectrum being a

function ofposition Y, time t, wave frequency 1} and direction ofpropagation 9. C, is the

group velocity of the spectral component and S represents the sum of individual source

functions. 8,,,, 8,,,, and 8,, represent the wind input, nonlinear wave interaction and dissi-

pation source functions respectively. The nonlinear wave~wave interaction is neglected

in this theory as it is in the SOWM. lt is generally accepted that the nonlinear inter-

action is important for wave growth (SWAMP Group, 1985).

The energy input from the wind 8,,, is represented as

5,,, = -^-(¤„ E ¤) (2-2)

2. Structure of the model 5



where u is the wind velecity, u* is the friction velocity and a is the angle between the
wind and wave directions. The A term represents energy transfer from the turbulent
pressure fluctuations to the wave field according to the theory of Phillips (1957) and re-
sults in a linear growth of the spectrum. The BE term represents the interaction of an

° already disturbed surface with the wind.

. Without the dissipation term, equation (2.l) becomes

E 9;;,0
"

—• • -•

- + CiVE(l§ 6; x ,t) = A(u, E a) + B(u , I] a)E(l] 6; x ,t) (2.3)

I Since equation (2.3) is linear, each spectral component can grow independently. Also,

according to equation (2,3) the spectral component can grow to an infinite value with
time, but in the real situation, dissipation will limit the growth. Wave breaking is

thought to be the main mechanism ofdissipation. The dissipation function S„, is applied

implicitly for wave energy propagating within i90° of the wind direction in a manner

analogous to its implementation in the SOWM. The growth of the spectrum is limited
by a fully developed spectrum in a manner which will be discussed latter.

If we consider an infmite ocean with a homogeneous wind field, the wave spectrum is

not a function ofposition. The numerical model for this case requires only one spacial

grid point and no propagation scheme. Equation (2.3) then becomes

Am. a ¤> + Bw'. c ¤>E<a 6:0 <2.4>

The directional treatment of the wave growth mechanism is the focus of this study. Be-

fore we refer to our model, it is helpful to examine the relation of the energy balance

2. Structure of the model 6



uscd in the SOWM to equation (2.4). A directional Frequency spectrum can be obtaincd

by multiplying the Frequency spectrum by a spreading Function:

EU} 9) = EU)F(9) (Z5)

The spreading Function used in the SOWM is that which was derived by the SWOP

project ( Cote, et al., 1960). lt was considered to be a Function oF wind speed and Fre-

quency as well as direction and is given by

F(cu, a, u) = %[l + (0.5 + 0.82e—
$@5)})

cos 2a + 0.32e-
%(%)‘

cos 4a]

_ r6r—%<u<% (2.6)

where co = 2 F and F(co,a,u) = 0, elsewhere.

Using equation (2.5), equation (2.4) can be rewritten as
}

= A(u, 1] a) + B(u°, 1] a)E(fEt)F(a) (2.7)

lntegrate equation (2.7) over the parameter a From -rc/2 to n/2 and consider that

;l“,§!§1=(6)d6 = 1.

Then equation (2.7) becomes

a a a)E(fZt)F(a)da (2.8)

IF we Iet
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A'(u, 1) f] a)da (2.9)

and

ß·(¤, 1) = (’Ef„„1a(¤', 1; a)1=(¤)da (2.10)

then we have

= ^’<¤·0 + B'<¤°.0E<0 (2.11)

This directionally integrated energy balance equation, modified to limit spectral values

to a fully developed limit, is what is used by the SOWM. Notice that it assumes that the

spectrum is always centered on the wind direction, although the SOWM does not con-

strain it to be. The directional spectrum is obtained by spreading the growth resulting

from this directionally integrated equation at each time step about the wind direction

and adding it to the pre-existing directional spcctrum, thus forcing the new spectral

growth to have the angular distribution of the spreading function.

The model presented in this dissertation solves the energy balance equation in the di-

rectional form, equation (2.4). lt does not require the introduction of the artificial an-

gular spreading function and it retains the directionality of the growth. Note that the

spectral growth rate is highly dependent on the spectral value through the BE term. The

directionality (and magnitude) of the growth will thus depend on the directional prop—

erties of the spectrum. This dependence is destroyed if the growth is obtained from

equation (2.11).

2. Structure of the model 8



The directional properties of the functions A(u,l]a) and B(u*,f]a) are vital to the success
' of this model. The forms of these functions which are used in this study are presented

in sections 3 and 4. The details of the growth mechanism implementation are given insection 5.

2. Structure of the model 9



3. The A term

The A(u,f}a) term is based on the theory of Phillips (1957). Phillips’ mechanism repres·

ents the generation of waves on an initially calm water surface through the turbulent

atmospheric pressure lluctuations. lt is too weak to explain the major growth of the

wave field but it can explain the growth of waves from initially calm water to a certain

level where other mechanisms become dominant. Within Phillips’ theory, that the waves

develop most rapidly by means of a resonance mechanism which occurs when a com-

ponent of the surface pressure distribution moves at the same speed as the free surface

wave with the same wave number. More will be said about this resonance later.

The form of the A function used here is similar to that used by Bamett (1968) and is

simply a nonintegrated form of the function used in the SOWM. A summary of the

mathematical background is as follows.

Hasselmann (1960) has shown that the A function can be represented in terms of the

three-dimensional Spectrum of the random atmospheric pressure lluctuations 1‘l(k,a>).

That is

3. The A term W



2 s .,
_ A = %Ä(%TI(k,<o) (3.1). pwg

where an = 2 nl] lt is the magnitude of the wave numberlc = (k,, lt,) , and p, is the den-

sity of sea water. The spectrum of the random atmospheric pressure fluctuations is the

Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the pressure fluctuations. lfwc let

R(E°, 1) be this correlation function, given by

R<E°.=) = p(Y„¤)p(Y +E’.¤
+ =) (3-2)

where p is the pressure at the water surface and the overbar denotes the mean value, the
pressure spectrum 1'I(lt•, co) is

(3.:) .i (Zn)

Priestly (1965) attempted to measure the frequency spectrum

¤<<E'.«.») = é—5I§.f’R<E’.=)="°’d= 6.4)

His measurements showed that it could be represented as

Kü, (D) = (p(0))c“ Ptläil " llzläzl *1KÄi (3.5)

where pi, ,11; and «p(m) are determined from the experiment as

,.2 = .s2«°·°’ (3.6)

3. The A term g l ‘



where ic = , u, being the convection velocity of the eddies.

With this, equation (3.3) becomes

uzlägl —i¤<§„ 'ik .§ dg} (3.7)(2¤)

After some manipulation, equation (3.7) can be expressed as

(27*) 171 + (Ki ' K) IJ2 + K2

According to Priestly, rp ( co) was found to be of the form

<o(<·>) = ^v(<·>) (3-9)

where A is a turbulent scaling factor which varies with wind speed, w( m) is given as

w(co);%€§-. Snyder and Cox (1966) expected A to vary as the fourth power of the wind
speed from a fit to Priestly's data. Bamett (1968) argued that A proportional to the sixth

power of the wind speed gave a better lit to the available data. ln this study the fourth

power of the wind speed is chosen to agree with the form used in the SOWM. lf we let
k, = k cos a and kz = lt sin a, and substitute known values into equation (3.8), we have

mg (0) =_
cos a — rf

oss
· (719)

0.2704vc ‘
+ k sin a

where A* is a constant to be deterrnined. Using equation (3.1) and (3.8), A can now be

written as

3. The A term
l
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' 4 1.28^<“·*7 *0 =pwg
0.10891:

‘
+ (k cosa — 1:)

kuss
jl·

——i
(3.11)[0.2704-6‘·" + 18 Slflzd

According to Priest1y's measurements, 111 tends to be constant for 1: < 0.02. Thus, two

expressions of A'(u,1) in equation (2.9) are used in the SOWM depending on the value

of 1:. The value of the coellicient A* is determined from the mcasurements of Snyder

and Cox with additional data supplied by Cardone (1969). Since this data was related

to the wind velocity at 6.1 m above the sea surface the convection velocity is taken as

u,_,. The form of the A function is then

AU] 116.1,11) = A10] 116.1-11)- if S 0-02 (3-I2)

AU] u6.1,¤) = ^z(C 116.1- 11)- 1V 7,% > 0-02

where

4.793
10"‘°

"
’

A-(n
¤-.-.

¤> 116.1- ¤)R1(<·>- 116.1- 11)

7.167
l0•l4 5.25 1.75A-(a ¤„.-. ¤>Qz(<11- 116.1- ¤)Rz(<¤- 116.1- 11)

and2

(0
· 2Q, = 0.2704%) + (T 6111 6) (3.15)

3. The A 16-111 13



R, = 4.87xl0_° + (Ä cos 6 — äß (3.16)

Q1 = Q1 (117)

° R = 01089(Ä)Z·’ + (Äcos 6 — 4*-)Z (3 18)Z ‘
8 8 116.1 '

— A, and Az are in m Z/rad, u,_, is in m/sec, and g is in m/sec Z.

„ lt should be noted that the numerical constants appearing in equation (3.13) and (3.14)

are not those given in Pierson. He gives the form ofA used in the computer code where

for computational convenience it has been multiplied by the minimum frequency band-

. width (1/180 sec ) and the number of seconds in his 3 hour time step. His value for A

is also off by a factor of two which was applied separately in the SOWM code.

3. The A term 14



4. The BE term

The B(u*,f§a)E(f]9;t) term is the result of the intcraction of the air flow with the already

disturbed water surface. Miles (1957) considered the perturbation of the mean shear

flow in the air by the disturbed water surface, but he neglected the effects ofatmospheric

turbulence. He considered the undisturbed air flow to be quasi-laminar, inviscid and

incompressible. Phillips (1966) extended the analysis to consider the intcraction of the

wave induced air flow perturbations with the free stream turbulence. Phil1ips' theory is

summarized as follows.

We will use a system of Cartesian coodinate (x,y,z) where x is the direction of wave

propagation and z is taken vertically upwards as shown in figure 1. Consider the motion

in a frame of reference moving with the wave speed c. The total velocity of the air flow

over the waves is broken down as

Ü = Ü(z) + Up(x,z) + i1°’(x,y,z,t) (4.1)

4. The BE term |5



where U is the mean velocity, U, = (U,_V,, W,) is the wave induccd velocity pcrturbation
and ut is the random atmospheric turbulent fluctuation. Assuming incompressibility,
we can define a stream function W as

ö‘!'
E- U cos a c + U, .

ö‘{'
=

_
E

W, (4.2) _

Since U, and
VW,

are periodic along x-direction, the streamline of the mean motion is

‘i'
= _f;„{U(§) cosa — c}d§ + ep(z)e“°‘ = const. (4.3)

The matched layer height z,,, is the height where the mean wind velocity matches the
phase velocity of the wave. Outside of this layer, the mean streamlines simply undulate

about their mean levels. Away from the matched layer, the streamlines W = const. un-

dulate about z, , i.e.

8 = w,(z,) c¤s[kx + Em] (4.4)
k[U(z,) cos a - c]

where c is the wave speed and W,(z,) is the amplitude of W,(z,) .

At matched layer, the streamlines are given as

vv [k + JW = é-(z — z,,,)2U’(z„,) cosa - (4.5)

The thickness 5,,, of the matched layer is the maximum dispalcement of the mean

streamline of the colsed loops. Using equation (4.5) , we can get4. The BE term F6



4Vl' (2,,,) 1 .V 5m
{kU’(z,,,) cos a

} 2 (4 6)

The momentum equation is averaged over the y-direction to yield

ö .YU1 öx, + UM 6x,} + UP] öx, + TZ"
*“l

=
_ 1 @5 6*

p äxi + FU, + Up,) (4.7)

The mean stress balance can be obtained by taking the average over x of equation (4.7) _

as ·

ö l- ö 7*7 _ l+ EU illj — " +1

The component of equation (4.8) in the x-direction is

ö i- +· _ ö =öz
{UPWP + u w' vE(U cos 11)} 0. (4.9)

This means that the total stress can be represented as

To = 1,, + 1, + 1,, = const. (4.10)

where 1,, , 1, , Tv rßprcscnt the wave induced Reynolds stress, the turbulent Reynolds

stress and the viscous stress respectively.

For an inviscid flow4. The BE term 17



To = 1,,, (4.11)

According to Phillips (1966), equation (4.11)is a suflicient approximation even when the
flow is turbulent since 1, > > 1,, 1, .

1, has relation with the product of the vorticy Q and W, as

QW, = (ü—oz ax

= %u,w, + éääuf, — äwf,) (4.12)

Integrate from z toinfmity and take the x average, then

A 1,,(z) = — = p5;°°Wv‘,«1z (4.13)

Let z = 0

1„(0) =
pfgoädz

(4.14)

,
This is related to B by

% „ (4.15)
pwc k a

where p, is the water density and a is the wave amplitude. The variations in mean

vorticity are represented as

IQI 6: | U'·(z)6e6s6| (4.16)
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where U"(z) cos a is the mean vorticity gradient and 5 is the displacement of a mean
streamline about its average height.

Using equation (4.4), (4.6) and (4.16), we can form expressions for QW, . Outside the
matched layer, we have

..kIU(z) cosa — cI

while in the matched layer, l

(QWp)„, = — Mm U" (z„,)Wp(z„,)ö„, cos a (4.18)

where M and M„, are conelation coeflicients.

In inviscid flow we find QW, = 0 outside the matched layer since Q and Wp are in exact
quadrature. 1n turbulent flow, however, we can expect a non~zero correlation and hence

a non-zero M.

Combining equation (4.14) and (4.18), the contribution of' the wave·induced Reynolds
stress across the matched layer is

vwlm = M„„p(9Wp)„„ö„„

= — Mmp U" cos a

— u·· W2
= Mmßfjäl (4-19)
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_ Equation (4.19) was originally derived by Miles (1957). Thus the total wave induced
1

Reynolds stress at z = 0 is given by combining equation (4.14), (4.17) and (4.19)

(— U")Wä „o(- U")W2cosa·:„,(0) = M p{—·—} + \·ip ¥—dz (4.20m RU 1 Io
kIUcosa—cI )

where the matched layer should be excluded from the range of the integral. Expressions

f'or W, are given by Phillips as fbllows.

Outside the matched layer

W, = — iNka{U(z) cosa — c}e_kze““ (4.21)

Where N is a constant to be determined. Inside the matched layer

w = i(°°(u(z) ma - c}2e_kzdz (4 22)P U’(z„,) cosa Z"' °

From equation (4.15), (4.20), (4.21) and (4.22)

B p [ M N2k4 .. U~
= CQS Q —
c]2c+

Mj'0°°N2( — U" )cosaIU cosa — cIe_-mdz} (4.23)

The mean wind profile can be taken as •

u(z) = li- ln(%) (4-24)
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where nc is Von Karman's constant and zu is the roughness length. From the definition

of matched layer height, we can get an expression for roughness length and matched

layer height using the equation (4.24) as

Z6 = zm ¤><p{} (4-25)
u cosa

lt was first suggested by Chamock (1955), based on dimensional grounds, that the ex-

pression for
z„ be represented as

•2
Z, cc % (4.26)

if the flow is aerodynamically rough. Values for the constant of proportionality of0.078

and 0.035 were used in Inoue's calculation (1967). Wu (1968) suggested a value of

0.0112 as being more appropriate. In this study Wu’s expression is adopted and

¤'2
z° = 0.0112E- (4.27)

is used in evaluating equation (4.23). With this assumption and equation (4.24),

equation (4.23) is reduced to a function ofu*/c and a only. We must now determine the

remaining constants in this equation. Phillips suggested M„, = 1:, M = l.6xl0'2, N2 =

1/3 for z > z„, and N2 = 1 for z < z„,. Inoue used these values to evaluate equation

(4.23) and found that for low u*/c his result was several orders ofmagnitude larger than

observational data. His computational result decreases as u*/c increases while the ob-

servational data show the opposite trend until the two come into approximate agree-

ment. For larger u*/c the two run roughly parallel with the data being somewhat higher.

He did not mention why he had such a discrepancy. l—le abandoned this approach and

used a curve fit to the observational data for his B function. Since the data was from
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point spectral measurements, his B was necessarily the directionally integrated form as

given by equation (2.21). The function he found and that which is used in the SOWM

is

B(u·, 1) = r{0.00139¤"°F’°[‘%)'°·°“'?‘°

+ 0.725(-%—)2ei°'°°°4(%)z} (4.28)

To study the behavior of equation (4.23) more closely, we have to look at its second

term. The major contribution to this integral for low u* is in the region from the water

surface to z,„ . It behaves as

.. 4; 1. —¤¤<1 jo Z2 I ln lm Ie 'd2 (4.29)

Using a series expansion, this can be written as

„ Z,. _L _ 2k 2 _ 818 21 5., (Z2 T+2k 3i 2+ (4.30)

lf we carry out the integration for the first three terms, we have

1= — }(I 1¤%I +1)- 2)+ ...]z'“ (4.31)
Ih m til O

Thus as z approaches zero equation (4.30) has strong singularities. This is due to the

form of the mean velocity prolile assumed. Although lnoue retained zero as the lower

limit, it is obvious that the integration range should not extend below the roughness

height z„. Even with zi, as the lower limit, however, the value of I is very large for small

u*/c since in this range z„, is large and -iz-9- is still very small.
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To study this integral in detail the variable ol' integration is nondimensionalized through
{

the transformation kz = t. Equation (4.29) with zo substituted for the lower limit be-

comes

= kzml I *2t1 14,,,,) tz I ln um le dt (4.32)

Using equations (4.25) and (4.27), we have

u°2 acckzm = 0.0l 12lk exp {44g u cosa

u°2
kzo = 0.0112Tk (4.33)

For deep water

k
=g C2 (4.34)

Thus

um = 0.0ll2(%)2 exp (é)
u cosa

kz„ = 0.01 l2(%)2 (4.35)

Equation (4.32) can be represented as

.l
* 2,I (“ ’°) tz u 2 xc0.Ül €Xpu

cos a
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The integrand is plotted in Figure l for several values of u*/c. Notice that this is a
semi-log plot. The limits of the integration are shown in Table l. The upper limit,
kz,„ , is very large for small u*/c but drops rapidly as u*/c increases. The lower limit,
however, remains well within the strong peak of the integrand. Phillips suggested the
lower limit hg defined as the height where U = 10 u*. Values of kho are also given in
Table l. This lower limit is still too small, for small u*/c, to yield reasonable values for
I. For large u*/c ho is greater than z,,, and there is no contribution to the second term
in equation (4.23) from the region below the matched layer.

The strong singularity of the integrand at the origin is a result of the logarithmic velocity
profile assumed for the mean flow. From these calculations, it appears that the mean
velocity must have much less curvature near the surface than is given by the logarithmic
profile. Takeda (1963) has measured departures from a logarithmicform very close to
the water surface and his measuremcnt confirms the inadequacy of the logarithmic pro-

file close to the water surface.

In this study, rather than attempting to derive a more appropriate mean velocity profile,

Gauss-Laguerre quadrature is used in an effort to avoid the singularity at the origin.

Thus we are integrating a polynomial fit to the integrand which does not follow the

strong peak near the origin. ln effect, we are assuming the mean velocity profile which

would give us the integrand matching this polynomial fit. The result of evaluating

equation (4.23) in this manner, using the values of the constants suggested by Phillips,
l

and integrating over direction according to equation (2.10) is shown as the lowest curve

in Figure 3. The solid line in this figure is lnoue’s curve fit to the observational data,

equation (4.28). Now the computational result increases as u*/c increases following the

observational data in the low u*/c region but the magnitude is too small. The constants4. wie si: imo Z4



M and M„, in equation (4.23) were adjusted to give agreement with the data, requiring

the values 1.2 and 12, respectively. The result using these constants is the remaining

curve in Figure 3. lt shows good agreement with lnoue's curve.

Figure 4 shows the directional behavior of B. It is found that as u* increases, a local

maximlum forms and moves away from the wind direction. A possible physical expla-

nation for this behavior was suggested by Manton (1972). Although he considered the

case of the wind and wave in the same direction, he pointed out that the interaction

between the mean flow and the wave induced perturbations would be strongest when the

mean strain rate at 2,,, matches the wave induced motion, i.e. when

lm = es (4.37)

Letting U = U cos a and assuming a logarithmic profile for U, equation (4.37) becomes

an equation for the angle at which we expect this local maximum of B. The angles thus
”

predicted and angles found from the B function differ by almost constant values. Much

better agreement is obtained if the derivative in equation (4.37) is evaluated at the height

where U = c/2, i.e. halfway between the surface and the matched layer on a mean ve-

locity scale. By adjusting this elevation slightly to the point where U = c/1.85, we find

that this condition can very accurately predict the location of the local maximum.
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5. Application of the fully developed spectrum and

details of the model t·

As does the SWOM, our model prevents the wave spectrum from growing above an as-

sumed fully developed limit by balancing the input from the wind with the dissipation
A

without explicitly modeling the dissipation for waves traveling with the wind. We need

to introduce the concept ofa fully developed spectrum here. Consider an infmite ocean

which is initially calm. A steady wind starts to blow with a constant direction over the

sea. After a sufficient length of time, the wave field will reach a steady state where the

energy input from the wind balances the energy loss in wave breaking. The wave spec-

trum at this state is called a fully developed spectrum.

The fully developed spectrum is an idealized concept and its existence is still under

question (Komen, Hasselmann and Hasselmann, 1984). Due to the structure of the

model, however, a limiting directional wave spectrum must be assumed as a function of

wind speed. The form used here (and in the SOWM) is the Pierson-Moskowitz (1964)
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spectrum with the directionality of the SWOP sprcading function equation (2.6). The
fully developed spectrum is thus

EoO(co, a, u) = EoO(<o, u)F(<o, a, u)

where ·

. _ _ ß
”

E«>(w- ¤) = vszw 5¤ tm ¤> Ü (5-1)

and co = 21:f] col, =· g/u, u being the mean wind speed measured at 19.5 m above the sea

surface, y = 8.lxl0'° andß = 0.074.

According to lnoue (1967), energy dissipation may be assumed to be a function of the

ratio of the spectrum to the fully developed spectrum. Then equation (2.2) can be

written as

= A<¤.a ¤> + ß<¤'. a am 6; ¤>

— [A(u,t; Q) + B(u·,f] ama 6;r)][@l]’ (5.2)
asu)

A closed form solution may be obtained if we multiply A by [1 -
(ElL)*]aL . In the

co
initial stage that change does not affect the growth very much due to the small magni-

tude of . ln the later stage of the growth BE term is much greater than the A term.eo
Thus the change in the growth is again small. Thus equation (5.2) can be modified as

dE _ _ _; 2 l _ L 2
dt {AÜ (Eco)]2 +BE}l:1 (EOo)] (5-3)
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The solution of equation (5.3) can then be expressed analytically as

_ A[e“‘—
1]

A(¢“‘—
1) 2 -;

V
E ‘* + [TJ} 2 (5.4)

or, ifwe let

_ A[e"‘ — 1]

then equation (5.4) becomes

_ E = Eoo (5.5)
,/1 + G2(t)

which clearly shows that E is bounded by Eco

Equation (5.4) (or (5.5)) is applied in a directional form in a manner analogous to its
directionally integrated application in the SOWM. At each time step, each frequency-
direction band that lies within i90° to the wind direction is allowed to grow if its initial
value is less than 0.95EOo(l] 6). If 0.95E„ S E < Ew , E is set equal to its fully devel-

oped value. If the initial value exceeds Eco, no growth is allowed. Thus under a steady
wind, each component will grow until it reaches its fully developed limit. Once all bands
have reached saturation, the spectrum reaches a steady state.

lf the wind now tums, since the fully developed spectrum is tied to the wind direction,
some bands (within :L-90° to the wind direction) will exceed their fully developed limit
while others will not and some may be empty. If these underdeveloped bands are al-
lowed to grow, the total energy present will exceed that in our fully developed sea. This
situation also arises in the SOWM but is given special treatment here. We allow normal
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growth in those direction bands less than fully developed and attenuate the energy in

- over developed bands to maintain the same total energy in each frequency band.

Waves traveling at angles greater than :h90° to the wind direction are explicitly dissi-

pated in the same manner as is done in the SOWM. The rate of dissipation depends on

the total energy traveling within t90° to the wind direction and the relative angle be~

tween wind and wave. The expression used in this dissertation is

· _ .1.E,,<a 6, 6 - Eofß 6, 016
‘^"“·"”"‘1"°’ (5-6)

where E, is spectral component after dissipation. E,, is spectral component before dissi—

pation. E, is total energy of the wind sea traveling within :.*:90° to the wind direction.

And where r(0) = 0 for 0 S 90°, 6 2 270°. r(9)= 3 for

90° < 6 S l35°,225° S 6 < 270° . r(0)=4.5 for 135° < 9 S 165°, 195° S 6 < 225°.
l

r(9)=6 for l65° < 9 < l95°. s = 754.6 (%) and At is the time step in hours.

For a fmite ocean, second term in the right hand side of equation (2.3) is nonzero and

must be modeled by a propagation scheme. A modified Lax—Wendroff scheme due to

Gadd (1978, 1980) is used to propagate the wave energy in two dirnensions. This scheme

was originally applied by Gadd to numerical weather prediction and was first applied to

ocean waves by Golding (1983). For one·dimensional propagation at speed c, the finite

difference expression is represented as

l .E;‘I,‘,£’ = %(El' + E;‘+ ,1 — ;»<E;‘+, — Ei')

E;·+‘ = E1 — im ,*,2*11 <5-71
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whcre

o = cä, q = i(l — oz) (5.8)Ax 4

j signilies spacial position and n the time level. For points one grid length from a

boundary, q is set to zero. Along the boundary, upstream differences are used for out-

flow com onents while inflow values are s ecified. For two·dimensional ro a ation,P P P P 8

the scheine takes the form

En+/2 _ i_(En
+ En

.+
En + En)i+l/2,j+l/2- 4 i+l,j+l i+l,j i,j+l 1.1

l
° f{°lEi1+1,1+1 "' Ei1+1,1

‘
Eii1+1 ' Eiii]

+ €[Ei1+l,.I+l + Eii1+1' Ei1+1.1 " Eiiiil (59)

)
+1 (1+ Q) n+l/2 :1+1/2 _ 11+1/2 _ l‘l+l/2Eiii = Ei:] °

2 {°[Ei+l/2,j+l/2 + Ei+I/2.]*1/2 Ei*l/2.i+l/2 Ei'!/2.i*l/2]

+1/2 +1/2 +1/2 _ +1/2
8[Ei1+l/2,j+l/2 + Eii—1/2,5+1/2 ' Ei1+l/2,j*l/2 Eil-1/2,}-1/2]}

q +1/2 +1/2 +1/2 +1/2"' '§'{°[EiI+s/2,1+1/2 + Ei1+3/2,j*l/2 ' Ei1*3/2,j+l/2
“

Eil'3/2,j"l/2]

+1/2 +1/2 +1/2 _ +1/2
°[Ei‘+1/2,1+2/2 "' Ei‘—1/2,3+3/2 ' Ei‘+1/2,1-:/2 Ei1—1/2,3-:1/2]}

q +l/2 +l/2 __ n+l/2 _ n+l/2

+1/2 +12 +1*2 _ +1,/2
5lEi1+J/2,j+3/2 + Ei!-3,3,)+3,7.

—
Eil+3/$,j·3/2 Ei1—3/2,1*3/2]}
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6 = ccos9ä£—, 6 = csin9%, q = —?T(l — X2)

1.* = ¤* + 6* (5.11)

where 9 is the direction of propagation and X' S 1 is the stability criterion for the two-

dimensional scheme.

The input at each time step is the wind speed at 19.5 m above the sea surface in knots,

the wind direction in degrees ·and the time increment in hours. An initial spectrum is

specified which may or may not be zero. An important part of the model is the calcu-

lation of the friction velocity, u*, used directly in B(u*,f]a) and in determining the ve-

locity at 6.1 m for use in A(u,_,,f] a). If the sea is initially calm, u* is calculated for the

first time step from the logarithmic mean velocity profile by assuming a roughness height

as given by equation (4.16). Once the spectrum has nonzero values, we take

ut „„ (5_i2)l“(
0.076HL)

1

where I-1% is the significant wave height, and c is the average phase speed defined as

E f6 = (5.13)„/ZfiE(E)
l

Equation (5.12) is also used in the SOWM (lnoue).

As mentioned in the introduction, two model codes were written. One using the

formulation of the SOWM code and one, the directional formulation described above.

In the following, the former is referred to as VSOWM while the latter is called VPINK.
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_ Both models use 53 frequency bands, each of width 0.005 Hz, from 0.04 Hz to 0.3 Hz
and 36 directional bands each l0° wide. ln a test of CPU time necessary to complete
I4 time steps with the infinite ocean models, VPINK required 2.3 times the time needed
to run VSOWM. This is for essentially only a growth routine. For a linite ocean with
propagation, both models use 27 frequency bands and 18 directional bands to save
computational time.
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6. Computational results and discussion

All computations, except for one case, were performed for a 40 knot wind speed (at 19.5

m). A three hour time step was used except where noted. The results are presented in

both point spectral form and in polar contour plots of the directional spectra. The point

spectra usually include a dashed curve. This is the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum which

is our fully developed spectrum. The contour plots include an arrow which indicates the

wind direction. Contours are drawn at increments of 10% of the maximum spectral

value present in each plot.

The first case presented is that of wave growth on an initially calm sea under the influ-

ence of a steady wind. The results from VPINK are given in Figures 5 and 6 while

Figures 7 and 8 are from VSOWM. The poir1t spectra, Figures 5 and 7, show similar

results except that the VPINK growth appears somewhat retarded relative to the

VSOWM growth. The reason for this is suggested by the contour plots and is illustrated

in Figures 9 and 10. The VPINK B function gives a larger growth rate at small angles

and smaller growth rate at large angles than that given to the SOWM by the SWOP

spreading function. Since this is also the directionality chosen for the fully developed
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spectrum oF VPINK, the spectral components near the wind direction reach saturation
while those away From the wind are still growing at a slow rate. Notice that For
VSOWM, each direction band must reach saturation at the same time while this is not

the case For VPINK. Figure ll shows that the difference in significant wave height
predicted by the models is small.

Early wave growth is considered by again taking a 40 knot wind blowing over an initially
calm sea but with a time step of 0.2 hours. Figures 12 and 13 are For VPINK while
Figures 14 and 15 are For VSOWM. These figures clearly show a bimodal spectrum due
to the A term growth maximum near F = 0.09 Hz (a function oF wind speed) and the B
term spectral peak which moves toward lower Frequencies as the spectrum evolves.

Figures I3 also show the A term resonance as predicted by Phillips and mentioned ear-

lier. The resonance mechanism predicts maximum wave growth when

u cos a = c (6.1) '

or For deep water,

äFcosa zw (6.2)

since c = g/21:fI Since the A Function is based on u„ , the velocity at 6.1 m must be used

here. Equation (6.2) describes a vertical line appearing on a polar plot as in Figures 13.

This cannot be produced by the SOWM as is evidenced by Figures 15.

For the next case, the wind direction is allowed to vary by l0° at each time step,

sweeping back and Forth between +20°. This illustrates two points. First, the growth

rates ofVPINK (Figures 16 and 17) and VSOWM (Figures 18 and 19) agree much more

closely than in the first case. This indicates that the typical fluctuation oF wind direction
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may have a signilicant impact on the wave field directionality. The second point is il-
lustrated by the rather large number of contour plots included for this case. Once the
wave energy present within 90° to the wind direction at a given frequency reaches its
saturation level, the directional relaxation mechanism discussed in section 5 becomes

I
active in VPINK. In the VSOWM, however, the evolution of the spectrum ceases. In
Figures 17, we see that the VPINK spectrum continues to follow the wind vector (with

A
some time lag) while the VSOWM spectrum in Figures 19 "freezes" from outside in as

each frequency reaches saturation. After the 27 hour time step, only those frequencies

below the modal frequency respond to the changing wind direction, quite the opposite

of what we would expect to occur naturally. _

The fourth comparison is a case where we have an initially fully developed sea as shoum

in Figure 20. AThe wind direction is suddenly tumed 90° and subsequently held steady.

The response ofVPINK is shown in Figures 21 and 22 and that of VSOWM is given in

Figures 23 and 24. At each time step both models first calculate the growth then dissi-

pate the wave energy traveling against the wind. In the first time step, due to its point

spectral growth mechanism, VSOWM calculates a larger amount of growth than does

VPINK. Then, since the rate of dissipation depends on the wave energy traveling with

the wind, VSOWM dissipates more energy than VPINK. A second point to be made in

comparing Figures 22a and 24a is that the initial growth for VSOWM appears in the

wind direction while for VPINK, the energy present to the left of the wind direction

causes the initial growth rate to be larger in that direction. As time increases, we again

find that VSOWM "freezes up" with considerable energy traveling in the original direc-

tion while VPINK continues to evolve into a fully developed spectrum in the new di- t

rection.
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The fifth case involves a change in wind direction as well as wind speed. The initial
condition is that of the previous case and is given in Figure 20. At t = 0, the wind tums
90° and drops to 30 knots. VPINK results are given in Figures 25 and 26. VSOWM
results are in Figures 27 and 28. This case shows dramatic differences but exposes what
may be a problem- for VPINK. Since the wind speed drops from 40 knots to 30 knots,
the magnitude of the spectral values drop dramatically. The directional relaxation

mechanism discussed in section 5 drops the energy i90° to the wind direction to the

fully developed value for a 30 knot wind. This then effects the rate ofdissipation of the ·
energy traveling against the wind. The VPINK behavior is more realistic than that of

VSOWM for this case however. VSOWM "freezes up" after the first time step and only

allows the dissipation of the energy traveling against the wind.

The final infinite ocean comparison is for the important case of wave generation in the

presence of swell. The initial condition is shown in Figure 29 and was chosen based on

the fully developed spectrum for a 40 knot wind. The frequency range of the swell is

from 0.04 to 0.06 Hz. The components of the fully developed spectrum in the bands of

the wind direction and this frequency range were placed in the 20°-30° direction band.

One half of the components in the fully developed spectrum bands on either side of the

wind direction band were placed in both the 10°-20° and 30°·40° bands. A steady 40

knot wind at 0° was then tumed on. Figures 30 and 31 show the results from VPINK

while the VSOWM results are given in Figures 32 and 33. The point spectrum plots also

include the initial spectrum as a dashed line. The presence of the swell gives only a small

difference in the development of the rest of the spectrum for VPINK, however, it makes

a great deal ofdifference to VSOWM. The growth of the low frequency bands is greatly

accelerated with the 0.06 Hz band reaching saturation in the second time step. Further,

this growth is spread over t90° to the wind direction, creating new low frequency
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components long before they should exist. Thus VSOWM creates excess low frequency

energy spread widely over direction due to the presence of a narrow band swell. The

effect of this on signilicant wave height is shown in Figure 34. The maximum difference

in significant wave height is greater than 1 m, however, the frequency content of the

predicted sea may be more important.

To further investigate the effect of the swell, a fmite ocean with propagation is consid-

ered. A test case whose geometry is shown in Fig 35 was considered. A 40 knot wind

is blowing diagonally (45 °) over an initially calm ocean of dimensions 750 km x 750 km.

A grid spacing of Ax = Ay = 50 km and a time step At = 0.5 hours were used. The

Courant number, -29% was 0.70 for the lowest frequency ( largest c ) waves. The wave

field is zero on the upwind boundaries except at the incoming swell locations which are

shown in figure 35. The swell is coming nomial to the boundary. The frequency range

is again from 0.040 to 0.06 Hz and the magnitudes were chosen as follows The compo-

nents of the fully developed spectrum in the bands of the wind direction were placed at

location (8,0). One half of the fully developed spectral components in these bands were

placed at locations (7,0) and (9,0). Typical points are selected to investigate the spectral

behavior. Figures 36 to 41 show the results from VPINK while the VSOWM results are

shown in figures 42 to 47. The rapid low frequency growth ofVSOWM which was seen

above is now allowed to propagate over the full windward l80°. When we consider the

location (11,5), this energy spread has major spectral components even though that lo-

cation is off the original swell direction. This is clearly shown in figures 45(a) and 45(b).

Those propagated spectral components due to excess spreading will experience growth

which will amplify the artificial low frequency swell. Thus a chain reaction can be set

up corrupting a large region with excess low frequency wave energy. Figure 39(b) from

VPINK clearly shows the skewed directional spectrum due to the effect of different
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E fetches for waves traveling to the right or left of the wind. Figure 4l(b) from VSOWM
' does not show that effect to such an extent because VSOWM restricts any ncw growth

to be centcred on the wind direction.
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7. Conclusions

A directional growth mechanism has been developed and significant differences between

its performance and that ofa point spectral growth mechanism have been demonstrated. .

Two areas of concem have been pointed out regarding the performance of the SOWM.

Those are the freezing of the windward spectral components when the fully developed

limit is exceeded and the creation ofexcess low frequency energy when growth occurs in

the presence of swell. Lazanoff and Stevenson (1975) describe several high energy case

studies made for verification of the SOWM. Among the inaccuracies noted were the

propagation of wave energy in improper directions and frequency shifts of spectral

peaks. The problems discussed above may very well be responsible for these discrepan-

cies. It also seems likely that the twenty year hindcast wave climatology produced with

the SOWM (Ba1es, Cumrnins and Comstock, 1982) overestimate both the low frequency

wave energy present and its directional spread.

The form of the mean wind velocity profile near the surface was found to be of great

importance to the B function. Further work is needed to specify its proper form. Other

problems which need further attention in VPINK are the immediate reduction of wave
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energy when the wind speed drops and the mismatch of the directionality of the growth
and the fully developed spectrum. Both of these problems could be addressed within the
framework of the present model, however, both are also the result of the substitution
of the fully developed spectrum for an explicit dissipation function. A form of this
function has been explored in detail by Komen, et al. ( l984) and the feasibility of its use
in this model should be investigated.
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Fig. 37a Contour plots of 2-D spectrum evolution in the
presence of swell from VPINK with propagation
at location (8,5). T=5 hours
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Fig. 39a Contour plots of 2-D spectrum evolution in the
presence of swell from VPINK with propagation
at location (11,5). T=5 hours
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Fig. 40b T=1O hours
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presence of swell from VPINK with propagation
at location (13,8). T=5 hours
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Fig. 42a Contour plots of 2-D spectrum evolution in the
presence of swell from VSOWM with propagation
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Fig. 43a Contour plots of 2-D spectrum evolution in the
presence of swell from VSOWM with propagation
at location (8,5). T=5 hours
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Fig. 44a Contour _plots of 2-D spectrum evolution in thepresence of swell from VSOWM with propagationat location (8,8). T=5 hours
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Fig. 45a Contour plots of 2-D spectrum evolution in the
presence of swell from VSOWM with propagation
at location (11,5). T=5 hours
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Fig. 46a Contour plots of 2-D spectrum evolution in the
presence of swell from VSOWM with propagation
at location (13,3). T=5 hours
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Fig. 47a Contour plots of 2-D spectrum evolution in the
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Table 1. Integration limits for equation (4.21) .

u*/c klm klu kho

0.01 0.7166E+12 0.1120E·05 0.7469E·04

0.02 0.3584E+04 0.4480E-05 0.2988E-03
‘ 0.03 0.8686E+01 0.1008E-04 0.6722E·03

0.04 0.5068E+00 '0.l792E-04 0.1195E—02

0.05 O.1090E+00 0.2800E-04 0.1867E-02

0.06 0.3743E·01 0.4032E—O4 0.2689E•02

_ 0.07 0.l919E—01 0.5488E-04 0.3660E·02

0.08 0.l205E•01 0.7168E-04 0.4780E•02

0.09 0.8633E—02 0.9072E·04 0.6050E·02

0.10 0.6758E-02 0.l120E·03 0.7469E·02
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